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“Where there is no vision, the people perish...” Pr 29:18 So here’s the vision for a Great Revival:

Here’s the Vision:
To change our destiny, we need to change our education system.
“The fate of empires depends on the education of youth.” – Aristotle

President Trump’s priority is choice in education, and he is demonstrating his commitment by appointing a
long-term choice advocate, Amway billionaire Betsy DeVos, as Secretary of Education. DeVos helped turn
her state of Indiana into a school choice state. Trump is suggesting $20 billion for Choice! Choice in
Education will give millions of parents vouchers to get a much better education for their children in the
private schools of their choice, including Christian schools. Since Christian schools do a better job for half
the cost, why not give parents the choice?
New voucher redeeming schools will spring up to compete for student vouchers. As children leave the public
schools, many will close as parents choose better private schools, making… get this…
public school buildings available to Christian schools funded with government money!
These new voucher schools will take over the public school buildings, hire Christian administrators and
teachers, use Godly curricula, teach Creation science, teach real American history, and teach the Bible as
historical fact!! EVEN PRAY with their students! So instead of humanist schools converting Christians to
humanism, Christian schools will convert humanist students to Christ, and Christian children will get a
Christ centered education. This could spark a revolution in righteousness!
This could open the floodgates for a Third Great Revival that would give this nation a new Godly start! Get
our two-part program Choice in Education with cuts of President Trump and Milton Friedman! #1506 #1507
Education is THE greatest force that determines the values and beliefs of a culture more than anything else.
President Ronald Reagan emphasized the importance of protecting our precious freedoms and prosperity
through a good education. Reagan said, “Our schools hold the future of America. They will decide whether
that future is enlightened, free and informed, or shrouded in the darkness of ignorance.”
As this generation of young people are mis-educated and uninformed, the ideas of freedom are lost. A
majority of 18-29 year olds preferred liberal/socialist Hillary Clinton to conservative, patriot Donald Trump.
Where do these young people get these ideas? Their classrooms! Young people don’t grow up hating
conservatism; they learn to hate it from their liberal/socialist educators.
! Last year President Obama demanded ALL public schools allow transgender students to have access to
bathrooms and locker rooms of their choice. So, a teenage boy who feels like a girl can go into a girl’s
locker room and shower with naked girls. In this age of Internet porn and voyeurism, this goes beyond
rational. It’s completely stupid and immoral. Since the Supreme Court declared same-sex marriage
constitutional, school children learn that homosexuality makes for a normal, healthy family!
! In December, Campus Reform, America’s leading site for college news, asked students who they viewed
as more favorable, Castro or Trump. Their answers show how far left young minds have been twisted:
Students at American University in D.C., said “Fidel Castro has done some good things for the world, so he
has proven himself to be more favorable.” Another said, “I have a better opinion of Fidel Castro.” Another
said, "Fidel Castro has been a better leader to the Cuban people than Trump will be to the U.S.”
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! Incredible! Communist leader Castro- who brutally suppressed freedoms, destroyed families and lined up
innocent citizens in front of firing squads is better than Trump! Another praised Castro, claiming he had
"made possibilities for the Cuban people nearly endless."
Where did these students learn this? In classrooms all across America.
! The Progressive Student Union At George Washington University in DC submitted a list of demands that
included: 1) The university must become a sanctuary campus for illegals. 2) The University must provide
inclusive bathrooms/lockers to accommodate LGBTQ students.
! They have lost touch with reality and have entered a fantasy world of their own making.
! Atheists have long demonstrated their hatred for God and His people demonstrating that they are agents
of Satan. They have used the public schools to perpetrate atheism, as they’ve eliminated all references to
God, Christian literature, even Christmas carols! Forbidden because they mention God. Now the schools
of Satan allow the distribution of their gods – Satan’s material on campus:
! Last year at Delta County School in Colorado, Satanic information was distributed at middle and high
schools, because they don’t want to be guilty of discrimination. So students could get books like “The
Satanic Children’s Big Book of Activities,” Or, “What’s wrong with the Ten Commandments?”
! The question is, why would parents want to put their kids in schools like this?
Soon parents may have a CHOICE!
With the horrendous cost, on average $11,000 per year per child in K-12, the bureaucratic anger becomes
fierce as CHOICE threatens to take away their “benefits.” But the defenders of public schools have it
backwards in defending a failed system instead of a child’s future!
Instead of trying to save the schools, save the children in those schools.
Public school advocates say choice would drain away money from public schools. But public schools are not
the only way to educate children. The massive school bureaucracy is not just draining away billions of
dollars, it’s draining away the minds of children. Mediocre public schools won’t make America great and
will cause our children to continue falling behind other nations. Far from being an engine of wealth, the
education system is bleeding the economy to death.
The one-size school monopoly is no better than a one size shoe for all feet. Choice gives parents the best
school for their child. Under the current system, only the public schools (which include charter schools) – get
all the tax money while private schools get no tax money, even though parents pay twice! Once in their taxes
– for other people’s children, and again in tuition for their own children. That’s not right.
The power of CHOICE in education will dramatically transform our nation.
Teachers love their monopoly over schools, but do they love the children more than their monopoly? If they really
cared about giving the best education,they would want CHOICE! Yet teachers unions and the Democratic Party fight
desperately to keep their government funded monopoly. Fighting for their own selfish interests, they hurt
America’s children and put our nation’s future in grave jeopardy. That’s why there are over a million children on
waiting lists to enter charter schools, because parental choice produces much more positive results.
PRAY fervently that Satan’s stronghold over public schools will be broken to set God’s children FREE!

Choice in Education #1506 part 1 & #1507 part 2
Robert Enlow, of the Friedman Foundation, says a ground swell for choice in education has started. Since
Christian schools do a better job for half the cost, why not give parents the choice? Milton Friedman says,
“Choice doesn’t take money from public schools but gives the money to schools that teach the kids.” Choice
improves education by competition. Myron Lieberman, author of The Teacher’s Unions, says, “Government
money isn’t funding religion, any more than food stamps fund the store. The money helps students, no matter
what school they choose.” Cuts of President Trump & Newt Gingrich
Nevada is the first state to give universal school choice to all K-12 students, who can choose Christian
schools, or art, music or computer schools to be paid for with tax dollars. Leslie Hiner, with the Friedman
Foundation, says, “Improving education and saving money is no longer a theoretical opinion but a proven
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FACT through years of choice.” Instead of humanist public schools converting Christian kids to humanism,
now Christian schools can take voucher money from secular students and convert them to Christ.
Eagles Soar Above the Storms part 1 #1512 & part 2 #1513
The eagle is a symbol of strength and freedom. Just as opposing winds
cause an eagle to soar higher, so adversity strengthens Godly people. So
when adversity comes, don’t let it get you down, let it push you up as you
draw closer to God. Just as momma eagle stirs up her nest to get her baby
eaglet to take that first flight, so God develops us through circumstances to
strengthen our faith and character. (Ja 1:3) God is more interested in our
character than our comfort. Just as papa eagle, a symbol for God, can be
trusted to catch his falling/screaming baby eaglet on his majestic wings, so
God will hold us by his Righteous Right Hand.
“I will strengthen you and help you; I will uphold you with my righteous right hand!” Isa 40:10.
An eagle in flight can sight a rabbit two miles away. From its perch at the top of trees, the eagle can dive at
speeds of 125–200 miles per hour to catch its prey by its talons.
Just as eagles have incredible vision, so Godly people see beyond this life, and fix their eyes on what is unseen,
on eternity (2 Cor 4:18). Inspirational speaker, Ranger Gary Horton, says the eagle possesses an internal magnetic
compass to navigate back to their nest from miles away. Mary Whelchel, author of Soaring on - High
Spiritual Insights from The Life of An Eagle, says anxiety and fretting are like flapping wings. It wastes our
energy and shows a distrust of God. Gliding, like faith, takes less effort and makes soaring/living exhilarating.
Problems can be stumbling blocks or stepping-stones depending on how you handle them. Scripture says those
who trust in the Lord will soar on wings like eagles. The majestic eagle is fearless as he flies into the face of a
storm. Just as stronger winds cause the eagle to fly higher, so adversity strengthens Godly people. Trusting in
God in the storms of life produces Godly character. Avery Willis, author of Learning to Soar – How to Grow
Through Transitions and Trials, says adversity may cause us to develop greater faith and maturity.
Eagles don’t fly in flocks. Following the crowd produces mediocrity!
Birds of a feather FLUNK together!
Picture this: Sitting high up on top of a cliff overlooking a vast valley, dark storm clouds begin to form all
across the horizon. As thunder starts roaring and lightning flashes lighting up the sky, all the little birds and
animals run and hide, but the eagle has no fear of the violent storm.
In fact, eagles love a storm. They get excited! Eagles look forward to using the strong winds to push them up
high above the storm, as they love gliding at breath taking altitudes. They have a conquering spirit. “For God
didn't give us a spirit of fear, but of power, love, and self-control.” 2 Tim 1:7
C.S. Lewis vs Darwin part 1#1510
Was C.S. Lewis an evolutionist? At age 15, Lewis gave up his Christian faith to become an atheist. Professor
Jerry Bergman, has 9 earned degrees (that’s more than a thermometer!) and teaches anatomy, chemistry and
biology. Prof Bergman is the author of C.S. Lewis –Anti-Darwinist. C.S. Lewis later became an ardent
Creationist who called evolution “biolatry - a pure hallucination, that would result in society’s rejection of
absolutes.” He called evolution “scientocracy,” because it becomes tyrannical when mandated in public
schools. Lewis said, “Evolution masquerades as science, when it’s pure fiction, an imaginative illusion.”
The National Academy of Sciences calls evolution, “the central concept of biology,” calling I.D. (Intelligent Design),
“A hoax not allowed in a science curriculum.” Teachers who doubt evolution don’t make it as science
teachers. Dr. Jack Cuzzo wrote, “Anyone in college today, who actually believes that Adam and Eve were real
people, and who talked to a talking snake, won’t make it long as a biology major!” Buried Alive- Jack Cuozzo
HOW SCIENTIFIC IS THIS? First there was nothing. Then nothing exploded and became everything.
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Schools contend that evolution is a fact of science, and Creation is simply a myth. When in truth, it’s the other
way around. Evolution is not science; it’s a religion - a pagan religion! But since the word science has been
associated with this myth, people actually believe it’s scientific since its clothed in scientific language.
If evolution was not taught at school, evolution wouldn’t be widely accepted. Imagine if evolutionists tried to get
students to come to their evolution meetings. Nobody would go. It's not only boring, but it’s nonsense.
If I told you a princess kissed a frog, and the frog turned into a prince, you would call that a fairy tale – that a
frog could become a man. But if you add the magic words BILLIONS of years of time, a frog became a man that magically changes a ridiculous fairy tale into science!
Did People Live Almost 1000 years? part 2 #1511
The Bible says Noah lived for 950 years! Adam, 930 years! Did people really live hundreds of years? If so,
where’s the evidence? Dr Jack Cuozzo, author of Buried Alive – The Startling Truth About Neanderthal Man,
says the people who lived before the Flood were so different from us that scientists said they were the missing
link, a different species of mankind. But that’s not true. The ancient pre-Flood people had a different genetic
make-up; their DNA enabled them to live hundreds of years. They lived over 900+ years. But after the Flood,
in Gen 6:3, The Lord changed the DNA and shortened the lifespan of humans to a max of 120 years.
What would a person who lived over 900 years look like?
We know that the bones of a person’s head and face continue to grow throughout their lifetime but at a slower
rate than when they were children. So what would you expect the head and face of a person who lived
hundreds of years to look like? The skeletons of the Neanderthal people showed bones that were much
thicker, leg bones like tree trunks, heads much bigger; with a rib cage bigger and more open than ours.
Computer recreations show that the muscles over these thick bones must have been huge, arms like tree
branches, that make ours look scrawny, anemic and delicate and weak.
These were powerful, rugged people. Imagine women living over 900 years! That’s ten times longer than most
all women do today. Women today are fertile for 30 to 35 years. Multiply that by 10, for a 900 year lifespan,
and women could have 350 years to birth children. At a rate of only one child every few years, this would
result in many more than 50 children for Adam's immediate family. Women could have hundreds of children.
BUT the oldest man to ever live was Methuselah, who lived 969 years and died seven days before the
beginning of the Great Flood. Methuselah’s father was given a revelation from God that the Flood would not
come until his son died. Methuselah’s name means, “HIS death shall bring the Flood.” You can see why
Methuselah’s mom got a little concerned when little Methuselah started sneezing or got a cold.
This shows the incredible patience of God to wait until the oldest man who ever lived- died before God
brought His Judgment in the FLOOD. Methuselah lived 969 years, then the flood came and killed everyone
except Noah, his wife, three sons, and their wives. Only 8 people were saved from the flood. All the rest of the
people, billions, were drowned.
Remember amateurs built the ark. Professionals built the Titanic.
Major high school biology textbooks claim, "Every major biological discovery since Darwin's time has
strengthened the theory of evolution. None has called it seriously into question." This is a lie!
Evolution is based on the survival of the fittest.
But since 4-legged animals can run faster than 2-legged people, why would a 4-legged animal want to evolve
into a slower 2-legged animal? Since four legs are more stable than two, why would a 4-legged animal want to
evolve into a less stable animal? Think about this!
Why did some apes evolve into people and others didn’t?
Didn’t the other apes want to evolve into people too? Why aren’t they evolving today?
If evolution were true, there would be new species constantly being formed. We would see apes turning into
men. But there are no new species. More species are going extinct. That’s proof for Creation.
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! Dr Henry Morris, founder of ICR, wrote, “Evolution doesn’t occur in the present; it never happened in
the past, and in fact, its not even science but an arbitrary system built on faith in naturalism.” Other
scientists like Dr William Debsky said, “Evolutionists are simply trying to maintain an illusion of
science.”
! Ken Ham, founder of Answers in Genesis, said, “When public schools teach that life is the result of
millions of years of evolution, they are teaching the religion of atheism.”
If evolution were true, there would be billions of transitional species; gross looking creatures with ½ wings,
½ fins becoming ½ legs; or gills turning ½ way into lungs. But there are none. What really happened is God
created each animal in a distinct category. Cats give birth to cats, dogs to dogs. Not ½ way cogs or dats!
But some say Adam and Eve are just a symbolic story
! The apostle Paul attested to its historicity in 1 Cor 11:8 when he said the woman came from the man,
supporting the historical Genesis account. Paul wrote in Ro 5:14 that death reigned from the time of Adam.
Note! Death came at the time of Adam, not before as evolution teaches.
! Paul wrote, "From ONE MAN (who was that one man?) He made every nation of men." Act 17:26
! Jesus said, “From the beginning of creation, God made them baboon and ape?” No! Jesus was there at
Creation (Darwin wasn’t) and Jesus said, “From the beginning of creation, God made them male and
female!” Mt 19:4, Adam was made from the elements of the earth, and Eve was made (not evolved) from
Adam. Gen 2:7, "the Lord formed the man from the dust of the ground..." not from apes.
! Moses wrote that God created the living creatures according to their own "kind," not through transitional
species. And if people can't believe what Moses wrote in the Genesis account of creation, how can they
believe what Jesus says?
! Jesus said, “If you believed Moses, (who wrote Genesis) you would believe me, for he, Moses, wrote about me.
But since you do not believe what Moses wrote, how are you going to believe what I say?" John 5:46-47
As a result of one foundational concept - evolution, our culture has shifted from a nation that believed the
Bible to a pagan nation that doesn’t believe that the Bible speaks the truth about anything, in just one
generation. Americans have substituted so-called science for the Truth of God.
A building is evidence of a what? A builder, right? A painting is evidence of a painter. Books do not happen by
sentences coming together by chance, but they are written by someone. If non-living things, which have design,
must have a designer, how much more for living things. Creation is evidence of a what? A CREATOR! Duh!
Ancient cultures worshipped gods of wood and stone. But our culture has invented the most insulting “god” of
all. Instead of ascribing the awesome magnificence of Creation, we have created a false god of randomness or
chance. That’s the most insulting. That’s a slap in the FACE OF GOD! Looking at the Grand Canyon or the
complexities of our amazing bodies and saying it just happened without the Creator is an insult to GOD.
So what have we exchanged the glories of God for? Not real science. Here’s what they call science:
! Evolutionists take little parts of bones and say, "Look! We've found a wonderful new discovery to prove
evolution, and amazingly it has a cranium the size of an ape. Incredibly, it even looks like a modern day
ape. But what they don't tell you is that it is the bones of a modern day ape!
! You've seen that MONKEY chart, showing a small monkey, LUCY, on the left and to the right a larger
monkey and to the right of that one is an ape walking upright, to the final picture on the right is modern
man. See there’s your proof of evolution. It’s so convincing. But it’s just an imaginative artists drawing.
But this chart is pure fiction. It's an imaginative artist's fabrication. Sure they found some bones and teeth. But
you can draw whatever skin, bones or hair you want on those bones. There was no skin, hair or fur on the bones
they found. Just bones. It's the product of an artist’s imagination. It’s science fiction. Yet that picture has fooled
many unsuspecting children, who simply believed what they were told in science and rejected GOD!
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Evolutionists say the universe is more than 6 billion years old!
Why do evolutionist claim the universe is billions of years old? Because the immense time required for light to
travel from the more distant stars to the earth would take billions of years. That’s their proof. But God formed
the stars so that their light could be seen instantaneously from earth.
! Suppose some chemists were to go back to Cana in Galilee to 26 AD to a house where a wedding was in
progress. Analyzing the wine, they would say; "This wine is years old.” But they would be wrong since
Jesus just made it from water. So the wine was just minutes old, but Jesus created it, with age built into it.
! Or Lazarus, who was dead and in the grave for four days. When Jesus raised Lazarus from the dead,
Lazarus was made completely whole instantly, every cell in his body was created new. But Lazarus was still
a man in his 30’s. Age was built into his brand new body.
How old was Adam when he was created by God?
! Doctors would say Adam was at least 35 years old. But Adam was just created! He was just moments old,
but had with AGE built into his body! He was created as an adult! Not a child or embryo!
! Before the Fall of Adam and Eve, no animals died. All the animals ate only vegetation. God changed the
genetic code, the DNA, after the Flood and God told Noah to start eating meat.
Evolution teaches that death has always happened. That crocodiles and lions always ate flesh. But the Bible
says before the Fall of Adam, before sin caused death, the carnivores only ate veggies. Dr Jack Cuozzo said,
“Recent discoveries show crocodiles and lions with molars. God changed their teeth and jaws from molars
for grinding grain and grass to sharp teeth and claws to kill and rip the flesh of other animals.”
Dr Jack Cuozzo in Did People Live Almost 1000 years? #1511 pt 2

Where did all the people on earth come from? Where did Cain get his wife?
Adam and Eve had sons, Cain, Abel and Seth. The men are mentioned by name, but they also had unnamed
daughters. Gen 5:3. Yes, they inbred since they had such a pure DNA, not flawed like people today. All the preflood descendants of Adam lived a minimum of 777 years, while most were over 900 years. The Works of
Josephus speculates: "The number of Adam's children was 33 sons and 23 daughters."
! The missing link isn't a link downward, between man and the animal kingdom, but an upward link
between man and God. And that link is Jesus Christ. He's not missing but available to you right now.
! The POWER that holds the planets in their place, that sets the limits on the restless sea, holds your life
and eternal soul in His mighty Right Hand.
! "We count on God's mercy for our past mistakes; on God's love for our present needs; and on
God's sovereignty for our future." Augustine
Conquering Jihad #1508
Would Islamic countries welcome millions of Christian refugees? Five of the wealthiest Muslim countries
have not taken any Syrian refugees in saying it would make them more vulnerable to terrorism. If only 1% of
the 1.57 billion Muslims are terrorists, there would be 15.7 million terrorists! Why are public schools
promoting Islam? It was Christianity that gave us freedom and prosperity! Martin Mawyer, author of
Twilight In America -The Untold Story of Islamic Terrorist Training Camps Inside America, describes the 36
camps he has personally seen and how they plan to take over America for Allah.
Dr Bob Morey, author of Winning the War Against Radical Islam, says, Muslims are planning a massive
attack (with nukes) in America to bring this nation under subjection to the barbaric Sharia Law. How can we
conquer Islam? Dr Morey says, “If Mecca didn’t exist, Muslims could not pray toward it. If Medina, the
burial place of Mohammed, Mecca and the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem were all destroyed, their god
Allah would be seen as unable to defend these holy sites and weak! Defeated! Not worthy of worship or jihad.
This would be the end of Islam.” Allah is not God but Satan.
" Mohammed was a taker of life; Jesus is the Giver of life.
" Mohammed said slay your enemies. Jesus said love and forgive your enemies.
" Allah is the moon god filled with vengeance and hate. Christ is the God of Love.
" Allah wants your son to die for him in jihad. But God gave His Son to die in your place!
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Conquering Porn #1509
There’s a porn plague capturing millions of young minds and destroying individuals, families and crippling our
nation’s morality. Millions of people, including Christians and pastors, visit porn sites. Fred Stoeker, author
of Every Young Man’s Battle – Strategies for Victory in the Real World of Sexual Temptation, says, “We’re in
a spiritual war, but the enemy is seductive and camouflages sin as pleasure. Instead it brings pain.” How can
we control what comes into our eyes and minds? Clay Allen, president of Avenue, and Fred Stoeker, give
excellent techniques for avoiding the deadly trap of pornography.
Protecting Life part 1 #1502
Killing babies is not just a political issue, it is a human rights issue. With a pro-life President, the abortion
holocaust is close to ending. Gianna Jessin, who survived an abortion, is a voice from God telling us that
we’re killing His babies. (Cuts of her impassioned plea before the Australian Parliament to decriminalize
abortion!) Dr Bernard Nathanson, author of The Hand of God, was the infamous abortionist who operated
the largest abortion mill in the world, killing over 75,000 babies including his own son. He founded NARAL
and manipulated the public by calling baby killing simply a woman’s choice or reproductive heath!
It’s called partial birth abortion, but it is really infanticide.
Protecting Life part 2 #1503
Can you imagine the owner of the abortion clinic coming into your child’s school to teach children sex ed? The
abortion clinic owner, Carol Everett, author of Blood Money, said that’s exactly what she did, because it
increased her abortion business. Her clinic prescribed birth control pills they knew would CAUSE girls to get
pregnant. Carol Everett, who was responsible for the deaths of over 35,000 babies, tells the truth about sex ed.
Planned Parenthood counselors have degenerated into telling children to experiment with deviant sexual
behavior. Anyone with kids in school needs to hear this fascinating program.
The Kindness Challenge #1504 pt 1, #1505 pt 2
Why do so many marriages and businesses fail? Why do people lose friends and jobs? Do you want a better,
happier life? Do you want a more successful business? Do you want better relationships at home and work?
Shaunti Feldhahn, MA from Harvard who worked on Wall St and Capital Hill, is the author of The Kindness
Challenge – Thirty Days to Improve Any Relationship, says this proven kindness-method will heal broken
relationships and make your life lots happier. There is tremendous, transforming power in kindness.
“Kindness can set those trapped in dungeons of bitterness, hostility and anger -FREE! Kindness melts down
barriers that let you slip through their defenses to touch their heart.”
Kindness is not just being “nice.” That’s superficial. Kindness isn’t some innovative new ‘pop-psych’ idea;
it’s a proven Biblical method to turn enemies into friends. Jesus commanded his followers to love one another,
even love our enemies. Jesus said, “Do good to those who hate you. Lend without expecting to be repaid.”
Answer harshness with gentleness and GRACE! Show generosity in the face of stinginess. Show patience
when the other person is exasperated. The practice of kindness takes intentional effort. Kindness is like a
bulletproof vest that not only repels emotional bullets shot at you but transforms the other person.
After extensive research, Shaunti Feldhahn, gives specific steps that can transform relationships 89% of the
time. It works in any relationship and gives you more enjoyment in life, with greater peace and joy. These
kindness steps will enable people around you to enjoy you more.
The Golden Plover Glorifies His Maker
A small bird called the golden plover flies all the way from Hawaii to Alaska in the summer. But when it
starts to get cold in Alaska, the small bird migrates back to Hawaii for the winter.
Think about this. This little bird flies nonstop across thousand of miles of open ocean where there is no land or
even an island to stop along the way. No rest, no food, just flying thousand of miles over the ocean. And on top
of that, the golden plover can't even swim. So a rest stop is impossible.
This incredible flight of over 2500 miles takes over 3 1/2 days of continuous flying. Think what kind of shape
this bird needs to be in. The golden plover can't have an ounce of fat too much, yet he needs just enough fat to
give him the energy to make it all the way, since he can't stop for food. If he flies too fast, he'll waste too much
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energy and never make it to Hawaii. If he flies too slow, he'll run out of energy too soon and fall into the
ocean and die. How does his little bird’s BRAIN know the way from Hawaii to Alaska? There are no
landmarks, only ocean all the way. Once he's flying over the ocean, he's under constantly changing clouds
that hide the stars. And constantly changing winds that could easily blow him off course.
Just the slight deviation to blow him off course while crossing this vast ocean would mean certain death in the
open sea. You can’t practice it until you get it right. You either make it all the way to that little dot on the map
called Hawaii, or you die in the ocean.
How can evolution explain this? Would they say, “One generation after another evolved each generation,
getting closer and closer until finally one golden plover made it all the way to Hawaii.” No way! The very
first bird had to make it all the way. There could be no half way, intermediate birds; they would fall into the
sea. Evolution can't explain golden plovers. But God can. He made them that way.
God spoke:
God spoke and galaxies whirled into place, stars burned the heavens, and planets began orbiting their suns! He
spoke awesome words that unleashed INFINITE power, and the waters and lands were filled with LIFE –
plants and creatures, running, swimming, growing and multiplying. God spoke words that materialized
animating breathing, pulsing life. He spoke again, and a man was created! Then, from Adam’s rib He made
Eve. God created people who had language, who could THINK and love! People with an eternal spirit inside
them. God just spoke and EVERYTHING was made from NOTHING!
God has infinite resources, unlimited power and limitless imagination. He loves to CREATE!
He is the Maker and SUSTAINER - Lord of all that exists.
And then He came in the flesh to a speck in the universe called planet earth. The Mighty Creator became a
part of His creation, limited by time and space and susceptible to aging, sickness and death. But love
propelled Him to come and rescue those who were lost and give them the GIFT of ETERNITY. He is the
Word; He is Jesus Christ. Sustainer of Life! "In him all things hold together”. Col 1:17
HUMOR
I had to smile when I read the following on a sign; Lost dog; 3 legs, blind in left eye, missing right ear, tail
broken, accidentally neutered. Answers to name of "Lucky"
" A man knocked on my door and asked for a small donation towards the local swimming pool, so I gave
him a glass of water.
" I changed my password to "incorrect" so when I forget it the computer says, "Your password is incorrect."
Actual Descriptions Given on Traffic Forms
" In my attempt to kill a fly, I drove into a telephone pole. I had been driving for 40 years when I fell asleep
at the wheel and had the accident. I was on my way to the doctor with rear end trouble when my universal
joint gave way causing me to have an accident. To avoid hitting the bumper of the car in front, I struck the
pedestrian. An invisible car came out of nowhere, struck my vehicle and vanished.
I was sure the old fellow would never make it to the other side of the road when I struck him.
" The pedestrian had no idea which direction to run, so I ran over him.
" The telephone pole was approaching. I was attempting to swerve out of its way when it struck me.
" I collided with a stationary truck coming the other way. A pedestrian hit me and went under my car.
" The guy was all over the road. I had to swerve a number of times, before I hit him.
" I pulled away from the side of the road, glanced at my mother in law and headed over the embankment.
You know it's going to be a bad day when your car horn goes off accidentally and remains stuck as
you follow a group of Hell's Angels on the freeway.
You know you are getting older when you sit in a rocking chair but can't make it go.
Bob & Geri Boyd
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“The heavens declare the glory of God, the skies proclaim the work of His hand. Day after day they pour forth speech; night after
night they display knowledge.” PS 19

